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The Market Monitor is provided for general information purposes only.  It does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation 

to buy a security, and is not an offer to provide any specific investment advice. Past performance is not a guarantee of future 

performance. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Subscribers of the newsletter must take into account their person-

al financial situation, including financial needs and tolerance for risk, when making investment decisions.  Always reference a 

fund’s prospectus before buying any mutual fund or ETF. Most data and charts are provided by FastTrack (www.fasttrack.net) 

or www.stockcharts.com.  Questions about this newsletter can be addressed to Robert Bernstein at 858-367-5200 or 

rob@rgbcapitalgroup.com.  

The Market Monitor newsletter is intended for individual investors with a desire to manage the conflicting goals of managing 

risk and earning a fair return by providing a unique perspective of general market conditions. 

The stock market environment is undoubtedly positive. Stocks 

continue to climb higher off the December lows and are now 

approaching the 2018 highs which may form some resistance 

over the market.  The S&P 500 Composite Index is only 1.45% 

below this resistance line.  What the S&P 500 does at this point 

will provide clues to the future trend of the market.  This would 

be a logical place for the market to at least take a pause.  

However, if the market were to turn down at this point, this 

would be a bad omen for the market as a whole.   

While the weight of the evidence as described in the following 

pages points to a strong market, one of the areas that provides 

some concern is the performance of small-cap stocks.  Over the 

last six weeks, small-cap stocks have underperformed large-cap 

stocks by a significant margin.  Since February 22, 2019, the S&P 

500 (large-cap stocks) has gained 3.42% while the Russell 2000 

Index (small-cap stocks) has lost 0.54%.  Generally in strong 

market environments, small-cap stocks tend to outperform and during weak environments they tend 

to underperform.  While this divergence doesn’t mean the markets will fall, it is something to keep an 

eye on. 

On the other hand, many of the bond / income groups that we follow are in stable, low volatility 

uptrends.  Generally when these types of trends develop, it is a good indication for the market as a 

whole.   

I held a webinar last Saturday to review the weight of the evidence approach that is used in the Market 

Monitor.  If you were unable to attend but would like to watch a recording, it is available here.  By 

watching this webinar I believe you will be able to get more value out of this monthly publication. 

Resistance  

S&P 500  

One-Year Chart 

 

S&P 500 Composite Index 

Russell 2000 

One-Year Chart 

http://www.fasttrack.net
http://www.stockcharts.com
mailto:rob@rgbcapitalgroup.com
https://zoom.us/recording/share/RvKqf-n5xiasrP1wFb_JPJxhFiGDOe9DCAIOc4UpkgiwIumekTziMw?startTime=1554565611000
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The RGB Stock Market Scorecard is designed to provide a concise summary of the overall ‘state of the mar-

ket’ based upon technical, fundamental and credit indicators.  The technical indicators tell us how the market 

is performing over short-, intermediate– and long-term time frames.  The fundamental models tell us how 

the market should be performing and the credit models act as a ‘canary in the coal mine’.   Using multiple 

indicators over multiple time frames provides a weight of the evidence approach to understanding the mar-

ket. 

Summary:   The four primary indicators of the scorecard (Trend, Momentum, Fundamental and Credit) are 

posting almost all green this week.  The most notable differences from last month are that the Long-Term 

Trend Rating, Short-Term Momentum and the Monetary all moved to positive while the Intermediate-Term 

Momentum Model dropped down to neutral.   Overall, this is a healthy market environment.  

Stock Market Environment 
 Stock Market Scorecard 
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The stock market tends to move in cycles that tend to repeat over time and are generally associated with the overall 
business cycle. 

 Secular Market Cycle—Secular (long-term) bull markets are defined by above average returns over an extended 
period of time.  Secular bear markets are defined by long-term periods of flat or declining prices (i.e. below aver-
age returns). Secular cycles tend to last from 5 to 25 years. 

 Cyclical Market Cycle—Cyclical bull and bear markets are shorter trends within the context of secular (long-term) 
trend.  There can be several cyclical bull and bear markets within a secular bull/bear market.  For purposes of this 
report we will define a cyclical bull market as a rise in the Dow Jones Industiral Average of 30% over 50 calendar 
days or a rise of 13% after 155 calendar days. A cyclical bear market is a 30% decline over 50 calendar days or a 
13% decline after 145 days.  

While we don’t make investment decisions based on secular and cyclical cycles, it is helpful to evaluate current market 
conditions within context of the predominate trend. 

 

Secular Cycle: The primary, long-term trend of 

the market remains up.  The secular bull market 

started in 2009 at the conclusion of the Financial 

Crisis and remains in tact. 

 

Cyclical Cycle: The primary cyclical trend of the 

market remains up.  While volatility picked up at 

the end of 2018, it did not meet our criteria for a 

cyclical bear market.  The DJIA remains –2.50% 

below its 2018 peak.  

Stock Market Environment 
Primary Cycle Analysis 

S&P 500 w/ 200-day moving average 

20-Year Chart 

Dow Jones Industrial Average w/ 200-day moving average 

10-Year Chart 

Secular Bear Market 
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The short-term trend of the S&P 500 is positive 

with the index above its 5-day, 10-day and 39-day 

moving averages . With all three moving averages 

trending up, the trend is unequivocally up.  

 

The intermediate-term trend is based on a weekly 

chart of the S&P 500.  The index is trending above 

its 10-week, 30-week and 55-week moving averag-

es.  The 10-week and 55-week moving averages are 

trending up while the 30-week moving average is 

trending sideways.  The intermediate-term trend is 

up. 

 

The long-term trend of the S&P 500 has improved. 

The 50-day moving average crossed up above the 

200-day moving average at the end of March 

reestablishing the long-term uptrend of the market.   

S&P 500—Weekly Chart 

10-Week, 30-Week, 55-Week Moving Average 

Signal              Indicator          Historical Return 

Stock Market Environment 
Trend Analysis—One Year Charts 

S&P 500—Daily Chart 

5-Day, 10-Day, 39-Day Moving Average 

S&P 500—Daily Chart 

50-Day, 200-Day Moving Average 
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Stock Market Environment 
Momentum / Fundamental Analysis 

Signal              Indicator           Historical Return 

Signal              Indicator           Historical Return 

Our fundamental indicators continue to support a favorable market environment for equities.  The signifi-

cant change this month is that the monetary model jumped from Neutral last month to Positive.  The 

monetary model is based on the combination of two NDR models and both jumped up into positive terri-

tory recently.  The changes in these models has been impacted by the accommodative stance conveyed 

by the Federal Reserve as they don’t anticipate raising rates in 2019.  Looking at interest rate forecasts 

published by www.investing.com, there is better than 50% chance that the Fed lowers interest rates be-

tween now and December 2019. 

The short-term momentum model, which is based on a trend and breadth confirmation model (see chart 

below), turned positive this month.  This provides further confirmation of the strength of the overall 

trend.  The model compares an All-Cap Equity 

Universe to its 25-day moving average and the 

Advance / Decline Line of that All-Cap Equity 

Universe to its 5-day moving average.  History 

suggests that many reliable market moves tend 

to occur when the breadth (A/D Line) is in sync 

with the trend of the equity index. 

Intermediate-term momentum (not shown) 

dropped to neutral this month. It was only 

slightly positive last month so the change to 

neutral this month is not a dramatic shift. It 

wouldn’t be surprising to see this tick back up 

to positive soon if the market continues to 

trend up. 
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Summary:  The junk bond indicator is undeniably positive indicating a positive market environment on both a short– 

and intermediate-term basis.  The long-term credit conditions index (not shown) is also indicating an overall accommo-

dative environment with credit conditions looser than the long-term average. 

Junk bonds are one of the best indicators of overall market sentiment.  When risk rises, junk bond prices fall as inves-
tors demand a higher yield to compensate them for the additional risk (remember bond prices fall as yields rise).  
When risk subsides, junk bond yields tend to fall given more favorable market conditions (i.e. lower risk).  Falling yields 
drive junk bond prices higher.  As junk bonds generally trend in the same direction as stocks, following the trend of 
junk bonds provides a good overall indicator for the equity markets.  Assessing junk bonds in conjunction with US 
Treasuries gives us a reasonable clue to the overall risk in the market. 

 

Junk bonds are in a strong, low volatility uptrend 

and are trending above their 50-day moving aver-

age, indicating a positive market environment. 

 

On an intermediate-term basis, the junk bond index 

is also in a positive configuration with the index 

trending above its 30-day moving average which is 

above its 126-day moving average. 

 

Long-term treasuries are also trending up but the 

trend does not reflect any sort of flight to safety.   

Merrill Lynch High-Yield Master II Index 

With 50-Day Moving Average 

Merrill Lynch Long-Term Treasury Index 

With 50-Day Moving Average 

Merrill Lynch High-Yield Master II Index 

30-Day Moving Average 

126-Day Moving Average 

Stock Market Environment 
Credit Conditions Analysis 
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Stock Market Environment 
Early Warning Model 

The Early Warning Model is designed to give investors an indication when the market has gone too far in one direction 
and whether it’s ripe for reversal in trend based on overbought / oversold and investor sentiment indicators.  Like a 
rubber band that has been stretched too far, the market tends to snap back towards its mean. The gauges below pro-
vide a visual representation of the state of each indicator: positive (green) or negative (red).  The center (yellow) area 
indicates a neutral reading.    

Overbought / Oversold 

The overbought / oversold indicators haven’t 

moved much since last month.  The intermediate-

term indicator remains in overbought territory, 

while the short-term indicator ticked down just 

slightly and the long-term indicator has ticked up a 

little.  Overall, the market is neither overbought nor 

oversold. 

Investor Sentiment 

Both short- and long-term sentiment conditions 

have remained fairly consistent since last month 

and are indicating that some caution is warranted.  

However, intermediate-term sentiment has im-

proved over the last month and is close to a posi-

tive reading.  While sentiment is slightly negative 

(i.e. investors are optimistic), it isn’t overly bearish 

at this point.   

Summary 

  Overall, the early warning model is neutral indi-

cating that there isn’t a high probability of a mean 

reversion move in either direction. 

- + 

- + 

- + 

Short-term  

Intermediate-term 

Long-term 

- + 

- + 

- + 

Short-term  

Intermediate-term 

Long-term 

Mean Reversion Potential 

New Investment Rating 
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The following charts represent 10 groups that encompass a large portion of the bond / income environment.  Each group is 

the average of 10 large mutual funds and plotted with its 50-day moving average to help us visualize the trend. 

BD01—US Treasuries BD02—Corporate Bonds 

   

   

   

 

 

BD03—Floating Rate Bonds 

BD04—Junk Bonds BD05—Muni Bonds BD06—High-Yield Muni Bonds 

BD07— Mortgage Backed Securities 
BD08— Emerging Market Debt BD09— Inflation Protected Bonds 

BD10— Preferred Securities 

Uptrend 

Uptrend 

Uptrend 

Uptrend 

Uptrend 
Uptrend 

Uptrend 

Uptrend 

Uptrend 

Bond / Income Environment 
Overall Assessment 

Uptrend 

All the 10 bond / income bond groups are currently in low volatility uptrends.  The best 

performing groups for the year-to-date period based on the categories below are: 

Highest Annualized Return: Preferred Securities (BD10), Junk Bonds (BD04), Emerging 

Market Debt (BD08) 

Lowest Max Draw Down: Muni Bonds (BD05), Preferred Securities (BD10), High-Yield 

Muni Bonds (BD06) 

Ulcer Performance Index (risk-adjusted return): Preferred Securities (BD10), Junk Bonds 

(BD04), Corporate Bonds (BD02) 
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Overall Assessment: The weight of the evidence is pointing to a positive market environment.  The technical, fun-

damental and credit indicators presented in the Market Monitor point to a positive stock market environment.  This is 

also reflected in the bond / income groups where all 10 bond groups are in low volatility uptrends. While we may be 

running into some overhead resistance with the major indices approaching their 2018 all-time highs, it appears any 

downside volatility is met with more buying. 

Equity and Bond / Income Environments 
Overall Assessment 

Dynamic Equity Allocation Guide: The Dynamic Equity Allocation Guide is based on a weight of the evidence ap-

proach using the indicators described in the Market Monitor.  It is designed as a guide to overall market exposure 

and not an investment recommendation. The guide is best used to confirm your overall exposure to the market 

based on your personal investment approach.  The overall equity allocation moved from 78.1% last month to 91.7% 

this month. 

Bond / Income Allocation 

The bond / income environment remains exceptionally positive with all groups providing positive returns.  Both eco-

nomic sensitive groups (i.e. Floating Rate Bonds, Junk Bonds, Emerging Market Debt, and Preferred Securities) and 

interest rate sensitive groups (i.e. US Treasuries, Corporate Bonds, Muni Bonds, and Inflation Protected Bonds) are in 

low volatility uptrends. There are many ways to use these types of funds to create a low volatility portfolio that has 

limited downside risk.  For those looking for more upside potential, pair a portfolio of bond/income funds with expo-

sure to equities.  Make sure the resulting portfolio has the risk and return characteristics that meet your tolerance for 

risk. 


